Letter of Submission, opposing the proposed super sized Abalone Farm Location on Dutton Way

I am absolutely opposed to the location of any large industry along coastal areas which are part of, and
adjacent to our town / bay / beach precincts, for a variety of reasons. I am particularly opposed to an
industry which will pump waste into the wider Portland Bay, putting at risk marine life, and the growing
tourism trade of our community, when increased tourism is what locals, ordinary residents and business
people, professional scientists, and the Glenelg Shire Council itself, have been working towards, and
specifically supporting, for years now. The tourism dollar is as equally valuable to Portland, and far more
gentle to the environment in both appearance and effect, than a massive industrial site, impacting on our
beaches, and on the panorama which locals and tourists appreciate when they drive into Portland, even
apart from the environmental risk to sea life in Portland Bay.
The re-appearance of whales along their migratory route, and recent return to Portland Bay, after many
many years of absence, will be at risk, if contaminated unclean water, including waste washed from a
massive abalone farm, is spewed into the bay. If the whales leave such contaminated areas, they will not
return for many years after the industry has shut up shop, so basically we could be farewelling this
wonderful part of our economic gain, for the next 50 years.
The impact on marine life, and tourism may not be instantly obvious, but in a few short years, the back up
of residue, will have settled into the corner of Dutton Way, below the cliff, because the ocean tides do not
wash strongly in and out of that area, apart from an occasional king tide during winter. Of the residual
particles which are not taken out to sea, some will wash in to this area and some of it will remain. It will
become a smelly unpleasant area close to town, as it was when the local meatworks were allowed to pump
their effluent into the ocean below Anderson Point. It is interesting that, in my recollection, it was only
many years after that meatworks effluent ceased pumping, that whales finally returned to our bay and
harbour. Dutton Way, especially in the west corner, is a bottle neck of the bay, which is why the reclaimed
sands from the harbour dredging, which were pumped over to there in the past 20 or so years, have
stabilised the beach of Dutton Way, recreating a beach where it had disappeared, and where massive tracts
of land the size of two street blocks deep, had been eroded away - as a result of the Breakwater being built
in the early 1960s. These are two examples of human industrial activity, which show that in quite short
timeframes, we effect change which has longer term impacts, both negative and positive.
The Dutton Way is the south east doorway to our city, and whether from the lookout above, or by driving
through Allestree, Henty Bay Estate and Dutton Way, visitors are very much attracted to the clean bay, and
the coastal beaches they see. It is appalling to think my Council might have such poor vision for the future,
that it would permit a huge structure like this, to be located on a residential coastal strip, whilst elsewhere
in Australia, States and local Councils are developing these areas as a great asset to the community, and
improving the ambience of their coastal neighbourhoods. You only need to look at the top of the Spencer
Gulf, to see the damage which industry has done (Whyalla, Port Pirie…) in a huge bay where deep ocean
currents are not flushing out the contaminants. For 100 kilometres, it is not an attractive sight.
When we lived on the cliff top near the hospital for some years in the mid to late 1960s, and later when we
lived along Henty Bay /Dutton Way in the 1970s, whales were almost never seen in the Bay. It is only quite
recently they’ve re-established their annual visits.
If we damage their local environment by pumping
biological and other effluent into the ocean, or simply by the throbbing sounds of pumps every few
seconds, we may as easily lose again the delightful experience and the economic benefit of their visits. The
sound of pumping systems carries a long way underwater, can be easily heard by whales, and has the
potential to disrupt their internal location mechanisms. They are likely to stay away from such threats.

We have been very fortunate to have the whales return regularly in the past decade, and the visitors who
come to see them, no doubt bring significant money into our community.
The number of opportunities available locally, which attract tourists to town, are increasing. The RAMSAR
international wetlands sites between Tyrendarra and Nelson, the Indigenous Protected Areas, the whales,
the coastal and bush scenery, the Great South West Walk - most recognised internationally - bring people
from all over the world. There are many more opportunities to cash in on the tourism dollar, and this is
where we should be focussing our attention, in regard to coastal areas near town.
, who come along the Great Ocean Road, and continue through Portland
and across to Western Australia. They are delighted with the natural beauty of the region, and they pass
this information on through social media websites, so other travellers, families and friends. If Glenelg Shire
Council fails to acknowledge this rapid grapevine of social media, we will pay the price very quickly, when
travellers from Australia and the world, pass the word on, that Portland is no longer an appealing place to
be, that local beaches smell like old fish, and that the first thing you see driving in to town, is a
conglomeration of industrial roofing the size of our CBD; it will have a negative ripple effect on our growing
green tourism industry.
So much wonderful work has been going on to develop a sustainable tourism industry in Glenelg Shire; all
worth an increasingly significant sum of money to our local economy. Don’t damage this sustainable
industry in our shire.
If we must have a larger abalone farm, and if it is likely to employ a number of local people then wonderful,
let’s have it, 20 – 30 kilometres further East along the coast where the deep ocean currents are able to
regularly wash away residual waste. Nothing should automatically give one industry rights over another
equal contributor; in this case especially when tourism and our natural assets do no harm to the
environment, whilst there are so many, as yet unclarified, risks which come with a super abalone farm. The
cost/benefit ratio and impact of a huge business such as this, is yet to be spelled out, and the fear of all the
negative possibilities should certainly be a red flag to our Councillors. Simply because an industry asks for a
permit to build in a certain location, should not be a reason to grant them greater opportunity than the
people who already live here; don’t throw common sense out the window, for the sake of an exaggerated
promise of money into the shire.
statement that the site area would soon be of little concern, screened by trees, is
ludicrous given the size of the proposed plant, and not a comment worthy of an apparently intelligent man.
The roofs of the buildings will be well rusted before any trees are of a height to obscure the site, and can
never be obscured from those who reside above the site. I am unaware of any tree species which grows
horizontally and so prolifically that it will cover roofs one kilometre across! From the lookout above, ageing
roofs will be the vista, but for the residents living beside it, their greater concern will be lights all night,
generators humming, vehicles constantly moving past, and soon the loss of a beautiful clean beach, so
easily accessible for dog walkers, beach combers, swimmers, and all residents of Portland. If I were a
property owner or resident of Dutton Way, I would be immediately requesting a valuation of my property,
and when, in some years, I have to move out for various health and environmental reasons, I would be
legally pursuing GSC and the abalone company, to guarantee me the full 2018 sale value of my land when
prices crash along Dutton Way / Henty Bay Estate. Anyone who has studied the history of corporations and
big business, very soon realises they NEVER clean up their environmental messes, they ALWAYS exaggerate
the benefits, such as money in to community and the employment potential, and they ALWAYS downplay
the significant negative impacts; it is only in time, that the true costs come to light, and those costs are
worn by the community of people who LIVE there I would say be very wary of the promises, or we may end
up like so many other coastal areas – by passed by tourists, for the cleaner, more attractive locations.

I urge our Councillors to support Yumbah in finding another location twenty miles further East along the
coast; I urge you to listen and act on the concerns of your constituents, and I urge due diligence and
personal research on your own behalf, looking at the scientific evidence in a balanced manner and not
being drawn in by the excitement of another big industry coming to town. There are things greater than
money required, to preserve our beautiful environment. It remains to be seen what critical impact such a
massive construction site and industry will have, but in my opinion, there is no doubt if it is allowed to be
constructed at the current location under discussion, it will have negative impacts too numerous to ignore.

Yours sincerely,

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Enquiry
Yambah Aqauculture Proposal P18147 315 Dutton Way Bolwarra 3305
Friday, 30 November 2018 3:14:47 PM

Dear Glenelg Shire Council,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Yumbah aquaculture proposal.
With reference to the recent visit to the Council by Dr Black and knowledge that the rock
wall can and should be made redundant by installing Groynes or Reefs combined
with Sand By Passing to rehabilitate the beaches.
We need to ensure any proposal from Yumbah does not impact on the holistic future
plans to rehabilitate the area and make the rock wall redundant and hence safer.
For example, if the plan was to sand bypass all the 2.5 million cubic meters of sand that
have been banked up, would Yumbah object to this as the beach would become shallower
and their pipes would become buried?
With regard to the issue of the danger of the Rock Wall in its present condition, I refer to
an incident that occurred in 2016
was nearly crushed by a falling
boulder which had been undercut by waves.
and if she had stepped in the wrong direction she would have been
killed or seriously injured.
This was a serious near miss and the council was notified of this incident in writing on the
23rd August 2016.
Nothing was acknowledged in writing by Council regarding the incident.
Should the farm be approved, Yambah should not be allowed to object to excessive sand
by passing or building of reefs and groynes in the future to make the rock wall redundant
and protect downstream stakeholders from coastal erosion.
The whales have also just come back into the area and Yumbah's proposed site is a whale
nursery. How can we be assured that the volume of water pumped, noise, exposed pipes
etc. will not affect the whale nursery?

From:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Planning
Re Submission for permit #P18147
Monday, 3 December 2018 8:18:02 AM

Submission for permit # P18147
Applicant Yumbah Aquaculture
Lots 1 &8 315Dutton Way Bolwarra Vic 3305

To whom it may concern
I would like to offer our support for the proposed abalone farm at Dutton Way
As
of Yumbah Abalone farm
I would not be afraid of
being a neighbour or living within close proximity of the proposed abalone farm at Dutton
Way.
: We have lived at
: Our home is
from Yumbah at Allestree.
:We swim freely and without hesitation within metres of the inlet and outlet pipes
:The seawaters are clean and clear and free of contamination .
: The air quality is clean and there is no odours eminating from the abalone farm.
:Beaches adjoining the ab farm are pristine and free from contamination.

Mr. Matt Berry,
Planning Manager,
Glenelg Shire Council
Cliff St. Portland.

30/1//2018

Dear Matt,
Re Objection to Planning Permit Application P 18147
Yumbah Aquaculture Pty Ltd, Proposed Nyamat Abalone Aquaculture
Facility
On behalf of
development.

I am submitting an objection to the proposed

has concerns about the effect of the proposed development on the
natural and cultural heritage and environment of the area.
Members would be affected by the proposal because of the following issues:
Visual Amenity
The proponent has sought to address this, but the facility will intrude into a
previously vegetated landscape and affect view lines from higher areas.
Although not of regional or State significance, all of the Victorian coastline been
determined to be of local significance (Coastal Spaces Recommendations Report,
April 2006, p. 27). Many local citizens are likely to be affected.
Cultural Heritage - Section 5.7, p. 45
The discussion is only of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage, and a CMHP is being
prepared and submitted.
However all of the Portland Bay coastline was a significant place of European
habitation and use for sealers, then whalers, from the early 1800s, well before the
‘First Settlement’ was established in 1834. The coast between Narrawong and
Portland is acknowledged as containing archaeological sites and the Committee
understands that there were two 1800s dwellings in the area, where there were
later farms.
The committee considers that an archaeological assessment should be carried out
on the site.
Flora and Fauna - Planning Report E –
Flora - Removal of native vegetation and offsets provided would have to be strictly
monitored by GSC.
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Fauna - The focus of this Report is only on ‘species of conservation significance’
(p.16), and needs to take the regular inhabitants of the area into account (as well
as the ‘likely’ Portland Burrowing Cray).
Habitat - The small wetlands within the area appear to be flourishing and are likely
to provide habitat to many species, including occasionally the endangered
Latham’s Snipe. The presence of frogs is referred to.
As the continent dries out with climate change, such small coastal water bodies
are likely to become more important to support species moving to cooler climates.
Marine species - Investigation of the project’s effect on marine species was
‘outside the scope’ of the Flora and Fauna Assessment (Appendix Part, 4.1.3, p.
14), and does not appear to have been done.
While settling ponds are to be provided to trap solids from water being returned to
the sea after use in the ‘grow tanks’, dissolved nutrients could affect the quality of
the sea water and habitat. Minerva Reef nearby is a locally well-known fish
nursery and fishing spot, and could be affected if the facility discharge contains
excess nutrients and chemicals.
Coastal Seawall Report - Planning Report H This appears based on a sea level rise of .8 in 2100, a level established as being
likely about 10 years ago.
Current climate change data indicates that SLR could rise more rapidly to a higher
level, while storms are demonstrably becoming more frequent and more intense.
considers that the most recent data available should be used in
engineering the Sea Wall.
There could also be risks to the community while the existing Sea Wall is removed
to allow pipe installation if there is a high tide accompanied by storm surge at that
time. There does not appear to be discussion of this possibility.
In addition, the Environmental Significance Overlay permit conditions require that
a ‘soil and water report’ be provided ‘demonstrating that stormwater flows and
drainage from the site shall not cause erosion, siltation or degradation’ of any
‘watercourse’ downstream of the site.
A soil and water report in respect of stormwater discharge should be provided, in
the view of the
, although the water is being discharged to the sea
rather than a watercourse.
Thank you for your consideration of these concerns.
Yours faithfully,
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